BOOK 33
Netzech Israel Lo
Ishaker Eternal
Israel does not Lie
Moshe Siselsender
2ND Jewish Temple destroyed
96BCE not 70 ACE
Jesus crucified 30-32 ACE
-AT CRUCIFIXION NO
TEMPLE EXISTED NO JEWS
PRESENT JEWS NOT INVOLVED

year 1 - 2448-2928
EXODUS IST TEMPLE
THUS WHEN Jesus was crucified there was no Temple and NO Jew was permitted by the Roma`ns to be present in Jerusalem.

I God created the heavens and earth.

I God created the universe I god created time and space. I God created the universe. I God created 9999 times this earth this world and destroyed it. It is the 100.00 time that this earth this planet earth has been created. The time period of 5774 years is reckoned from this planet earth created for the 10,000 time. Thus when scientists anthropologists find bones of animals and what they suppose were prehistoric humans such
discoveries do not conflict with the Biblical chronology.

Year 1 represents the time period after I God created Adam and Eve.

All the events stated in the Bible Geneses Beraishis - the story of Adam and Eve violating my command and eating from the fruit of the tree of wisdom at the instigation of the snake and losing eternal life all occurred during year one. The above story is an enigma and requires explanations which Moshe Siselsender has elaborated in his books God Life Jewish Israel.

Adam and Eve had two sons Cain and Ebel. Twin girls were born with each of the sons. Cain married Ebel’s twin and Ebel married Cain’s twin.

Cain murdered Ebel. CAIN UTTERS THE INFAMOUS WORDS WheN QUERIED BY God where is your brother? Cain replies “am I my brother’s keeper?” God answers “the blood of your
brother and all future generations of descendent’s of your brother who can not be born because you murdered Ebel cry out from the earth.” Cain is punished to be the eternal wanderer. Cain is killed by his grandson who was hunting for animals and mistaken Cain for an animal. Thus Cain’s punishment fit his crime.

130 years later Adam and Eve had an other son Shesh.

The Bible lists the names of certain descendants of Cain and Shesh. Obviously there existed thousands of others whom the Bible does not list.

The Bible lists a God fearing man by the name of Chanoch whom God took after he lived 365 years. The Medrash states that fiery horses descended from heaven and Chanoch mounted and rode to heaven on the fiery horse. Chanoch became an Angel. Chanoch was born 622 years after creation. However his ascent to heaven on a fiery horse
occurred 987 years after creation.

This story is similar to the story in the Bible end of Kings I when Elijah the prophet ended his career of prophesy by mounting a fiery chariot and ascending to heave, Elijah likewise became an Angel.

Chanoch had son by the name of Mesaushelech. He was born 687 years after creation. He was the grandfather of Noah. Noah married the daughter of Chanoch whose name was Naomi. She was born 974 years after creation.

Man was evil. They worshiped idols and violated all the laws between man and man. They killed they robbed they committed adultery.

God warned man to repent from his evil ways. God sent Chanoch Meshuselech and Noah as prophets to warn people to repent. The Medrush
states that the Atlantic Ocean erupted in tsunamas and one third of the mass of the earth were submerged in water. However man did not change his behavior. Noah was instructed to build the ark warning people that a great flood will come and wipe everyone out. All men and animals would drown with the exception of a few to ensure that the species of animals birds and insects do not become extinct. Starting with the year 1136 after creation for 120 years Noah preached to the deaf and the blind. In the year 1256 - 1136 = 120 years the Noah’s ark was completed. Finally after all the righteous people had already died in the year after creation 1256 God released a flood that wiped out all living humans animals birds and insects. Prior to the eruption of the flood all species of animals birds insects entered the Ark A male and female of all animals birds and insects entered. Certain animals that in later generations would be considered kosher to be eaten by Jews and also could be brought as sacrifices for God had seven males and females enter.

Obviously the ark that Noah built was not large
enough to accommodate such a large population of animals birds and insects. I God performed a miracle and the size of the ark expanded to accommodate all the animals birds and insects and all the supplies of food to feed all the humans- Noah, Naomi his wife, Noah’s three sons and their wives all the animals birds and insects who found refuge from the flood for a period of close to a year. I God only help man when man helps himself. Certainly I God could have saved Noah and his family and all the animals birds and insects with out Noah’s ark, but I insisted that Noah do something himself and build an ark and then I God performed a miracle and the ark expanded in size. Also I wanted people to see that an impending doom would happen unless they repented. But they all ere blind and deaf. The Medrush relates that when the flood began thousands of people descended to smash the ark. God had an army of animals surround the ark and protected the ark from the mob.
Before the flood Noah and Naomi had three sons Yefes born 1556. The soul of Hevel who was killed by Cain transmigrated into the body of Yefes. Yilkut Ruvani Erech Gilgulim in the name of Gilgula Rabo. The Soul of Yefes transmigrated into Shimson Smason the Judge. Then the soul of Samson transmigrated into the Persian King Koresh who permitted the Jews to return to Israel after the destruction of the first Temple. He also permitted the rebuilding of the second Temple in the year 3308 after Creation. Chom was born 1657. and Shem was born 1558.

Mankind was populated from the sons and descendants of Noah. God swore that no matter how evil man would be He would never bring another flood to destroy the world. God created the rainbow following rain as a sign for his oath and Covenant with mankind. God also swore just like there would never be another flood to destroy the entire world so too God would never destroy
the Jewish people no matter how they sinned. He would punish them, but never destroy them.

Not long after the flood there arose a wicked King by the name of Nimrod who would challenge and test God’s oath and Covenant. Nimrod was a very powerful and shrewd individual. He convinced all his subjects to worship idols. Those who opposed him would be thrown into a fiery oven.

Nimrod convened all the contemporary rulers of the world and formed a United Nations in the year of Creation 1973. The goal of this United Nations was to build a vertical tower—a skyscraper—as tall as humanely possible to wage war with God.

I God was disturbed and I then confused the builders. Until then all nations spoke one tongue, one language in addition to their native language. All men could communicate with each other. However this gift was abused and converted to evil
to build a skyscraper to wage war against God. Therefore, I God planted in the heads of the various nations that they forgot the common language and remembered only their native language. As result communication ceased between the various people from the different nations who were building the skyscraper. When the communication ceased the building came to an end.

This story is an enigma. It has a deeper meaning. Obviously man can not wage war against God. Perhaps the meaning of a vertical tower a skyscraper mans that Nimrod wanted to enforce a system of authoritarian discipline similar to what the Nazis had. All men would take orders from the fuhrer. All men would abandon responsibility for their action. Only the fuhrer would be responsible. All men would be robots.

Such a system God considered as negating human identity and responsibility. Nimrod wanted to supplant the purpose of Creation and the
mission of Creation. God created the world for each individual man /woman. Each man/woman is responsible for his /her conduct. One can not commit murder steal and rape by following orders. The one who commits a crime is punished. God’s mission for man/woman is not vertical but horizontal. All men women are equal. No one regardless if they be king or pope or bishop is beyond review and question. No writing no matter how old is beyond review and question. It must make sense. If it does not make sense and makes a mockery of justice then such writing is not the work of God, but rather it is fraudulent putting words in the mouth of God. thus when certain Protestant Christian Churches repeat their mantra that Jews 2000 years ago threatened to riot unless Pontius Pilate crucify Jesus they are not to be believed. Such words put into the mouth of Jesus are interpolations in order to stir hatred for Jews. The conclusion that God abandoned the Jews and Jews lost their station as the chosen people are not true. Therefore God’s promise to Abraham Isaac and Jacob that Jews would inherit
Israel no longer is valid because Jews are responsible in the crucifixion and refuse to accept Jesus as the son of God and the third person in the Trinity God. Such statements were the foundation for the murder of millions of Jews over the last 2000 years. Such theology - the replacements theology - was the engine that propelled the Nazis and the Europeans to murder 6 million Jews and one million Jewish children.

This was the thrust of Nimrod’s rebellion against God of building a horizontal tower a skyscraper to wage war against God.

According to the Medrish in the year of creation of 1948 when Abraham was born astrologers warned Nimrod that a baby was born who would undo his theology of idol worship. Soldiers were dispatched to the house of Terach the father of Abraham to seize the newly born baby. Terach was promised house full of gold and jewels. Terach refused. Nimrod then ordered the soldiers to seize the infant regardless. The soldiers however seized an other infant born the
same time as Abraham. The other infant was killed. Abraham was sent away to be raised by Shem also known in the Bible as Malki Tzedek king of Jerusalem the son of Noah who was still alive.

Many years later Abraham who was known as Abram smashed the 12 idols that Terach worshiped. Each month Terach worshipped a different idol. Terach was very upset and this time reported Abram to Nimrod. Nimrod gave Abram an ultimatum. Either Abram would embrace the theology of idol worship or else Abram would be thrown alive into a fiery oven. Abram was steadfast in his faith in God. Abram was tossed into a fiery oven. Abram remained there for three days and three nights. God performed a miracle. Abraham was not burned. Abraham walked out of the fiery oven. Not even his underwear were singed by the flames. Nimrod rewarded Abram with many gifts of gold live stock and slaves.

By this time Abram’s older brother declared
publically the he followed and belonged to Abram’s camp. Nimrod in turn tossed him into the fiery oven. Abram’s brother however did not survive. God did not create a miracle for him. The Medrush teaches that the reason God did not make a miracle for him was because he did not have absolute faith like Abram had. Abram’s brother hedged his theology. He reasoned I will wait and see if Abram when he is tossed into the fiery oven comes out alive I will declare my theology to God. If Abram is burned I will declare my theology to idol worship.

However the moral of the story is that man can not depend upon miracles. Abram’s brother should have kept his mouth shut and not push his luck.

One outcome of the miraculous rescue of Abram was that Terach abandoned the worship of idols. Terach and Abram however were afraid to remain in the country where Nimrod was king. It was then that they decided to move to Israel. Terach the
father of Abram never made it to Israel he died before. However and Abram and his nephew Lot the son of his brother who perished and was burned alive by Nimrod immigrated to Israel. Before going to Israel I God commanded Abram to settle in Israel. I promised to give Israel to the descendants of Abram. Before embarking on his journey to Israel Abram married Sari who was his half sister. She was the daughter of Terach but had a different mother than Abram. At that time it was ok to marry one’s half sister if the mothers were different persons. However both Abram and Sari were unable to have any children. I god promised that Abram and Sari would have children. So I God changed the names of Abram to Abraham and Sari to Sara.

After Abraham Sara and Lot arrived in Israel Abraham and Lot split. Lot settled in Sedom and Abraham in Moreh Eshkol.

It was then that Abraham had another conflict with Nimrod. Abraham immigrated to Israel following God’s order and in order to escape
Nimrod; but to no avail. Nimrod and his allies invaded Israel to put down a revolt of the kings in the land of Israel who refused to pay tribute to him and his allies. The armies of the kings in Israel were routed and Nimrod and his allies captured Sedom and took hostage Lot and all other men and women of Sedom. When Abraham was informed by one of the survivors of the battle that Lot was taken as a prisoner and would be sold as a slave, Abraham prepared to save his nephew and the other prisoners. Abraham gathered his men and in a surprise night assault attacked the forces of Nimrod who were fast asleep and freed Lot and all the other prisoners.

The King of Sedom offered to give Abraham all the money and material goods saved. Abraham refused to accept any reward.

After this event I God ordered Abraham to circumcise himself and his son from Ishmael that Abraham had with Hagar the Egyptian princess who elected to become Abraham and Sarah’s maid
When Sarah saw that she was barren she believed that if she would offer to have Hagar become Abraham’s second wife and give birth God would repay her for this kindness and she would also give birth.

Abraham was 100 years when circumcised himself and Ismael was 13 years old. It was then that three Angels arrived and informed Abraham and Sarah that in the following year Sarah would give birth. Sarah laughed in disbelief as did Abraham. When the baby arrived Abraham and Sra named him Yitzchok which means laughter. The year was 2048 from creation.

God also informed Abraham that He was going to destroy Sedom where Lot was living because the people there were very cruel to strangers and did not observe the social laws of justice. The people in Sedom had a perverted system of justice. They would punish the victim and reward the aggressor. Abraham pleaded to God to spare Sedom. What if there be found 50 righteous people would you God
destroy Sedom? I God replied no. Then Abraham lowered the number to 45 40 30 20 10 righteous people. I God replied in each case that I would spare Sedom. However there did not exist 10 righteous people. Therefore one Angel was tasked with informing Abraham and Sara that they would expect a child in the following year. Another Angel was tasked with saving Lot his wife and two daughters. The third Angel was ordered to destroy Sedom.

When the Angels arrived in Sedom Lot invited them to stay in his house. The Angels ordered Lot to flee because one of the Angels would destroy sedom. The people of Sedom wanted to harm Lot for inviting strangers to his home that was against the laws of Sedom. The Angels pulled Lot into the house when he was outside pleading that they not harm the strangers. They also blinded the people of Sedom and prevented them from breaking down the door and windows. Lot fled together with his
wife and two unmarried daughters. Lot’s wife looked back to see what was happening as Sedom was destroyed and turned into the salty part of the Jordan River. Lot’s wife was turned into a pillar of salt. She was punished because she refused to serve salt with the food she prepared for the Angels. The year was 2047 from creation.

The following year 2048 Isaac was born. He was circumcised at age 8 days.

I God promised a son to Abraham and Sara. I God promised the land of Israel to Abraham and his offsprings to eternity.

Isaac was born in the year 2048 of creation. Isaac grew up and when he was 37 years old I God tested Abraham and requested that he bring Isaac as a sacrifice for me. The designated place was in
Jerusalem at the mount where the future two Temples of the Jews would be built. Not that I wanted Isaac to be killed. I only wanted to test Abraham. At the last moment I made a miracle and a ram appeared that was sacrificed instead of Isaac.

Abraham passed the test of loyalty to me God. Again I God promised Abraham the land of Israel to Abraham and his offsprings to eternity.

Isaac married Rebecca and the couple had two sons- Essau and Jacob. I again promised the land of Israel to Isaac and his offspring to eternity.

Jacob at the advice of his mother Rebecca out witted Essau and had Isaac who was blind bless him to be the dominant son.
It is I God who bestows blessings to those individuals who merit the blessing. However, I God created a law of the universe that the universe functions with the positive input of man/woman. When man/woman act humanely the universe flourishes. People reciprocate and cooperate and fight diseases and reduce hunger and poverty. This is the “blessing” the prize that Rebecca believed should go to Jacob. Jacob who is described in the Bible as a man of study and intellect would be the best one suited to cause this blessing in the future to bring peace and be a prosperity to the world. Rebecca loved her other son Essau as well. However she recognized the psyche of Essau better than her husband. A woman has an inner sense more developed than a man of intuition. The blessing in the hands of Essau would only enhance Essau’s ability capacity and power to bring destruction and death to others and himself.
This was proven true centuries later when Europeans adopted Christianity. They improvised and supplemented to Christianity the “replacement thesis”. Not only did they adopt the belief that Christ is the son and also the third Person in the Trinity besides the Father and the Holy Ghost; but that they replace the Jew. They are now the Chosen people.

They not only excluded the Jew; but also excluded other Christians who did not espouse their brand of Christianity.

In the 1100s and 1200s, eastern Catholics and Roman Catholics butchered each other and killed tens if not hundreds of thousands of each other. Both believed in Jesus as the Son and God. However, the differences in the nuances and
interpretations of the New Testament was the excuse used for murder rape and plunder.

I was not religious fervor but brazen lust that was the motivating and controlling force.

The same was true when again Christians killed Christians in the 1500s ad 1600s for 130 years -the Roman Catholics vs the Protestants.

The same was true in the 200 years of the Crusades . It was not the love of Christ that motivated the Crusaders ;but the lust of stealing and murder and rape that was the driving force. Jesus as the son and God was the excuse for their vice.

When Joan of Arc the leader of the peasants who revolted in the 1500s was captured she was
tried on charges of witchcraft. She was burned at the stake. Witchcraft was used as the excuse to execute the defeated leader of the peasants.

The inquisition in Europe originally was established to quell a revolt of those knights who participated in the Crusades who demanded better treatment from the authorities. Thousands of these Christians who also believed in Jesus as the Son and God were burned at the stake using some excuse. All of the dissenters were not the Chosen people. They were “replaced” the same as the Jews. Only the ones in power were the chosen super elite.

It was the same lust for wealth sex and power that motivated 400 million Europeans in England France Portugal Spain to conquer and enslave two billion people in the following countries. The natives in Africa, American Indians in North
Central and South America, natives in Australia and New Zealand, the people in the greater India that later became India and Pakistan. They killed millions in all these countries. They robbed the natives and destroyed their culture. All these crimes were committed in the name of Christianity. They were “replacing” the natives as the chosen people as they originally “replaced” the Jews as the chosen people. Or else they were educating the ignorant natives with the superior religion and culture of the Europeans. In that manner they were saving their souls. They were bringing salvation and saving the souls of the two billion natives whom they enslaved raped and killed.

This same “replacement” thesis that is presently today being negotiated by Secretary of State Kerry in Israel to force Israel to hand over Judea Shomron and half of Jerusalem all of historical Israel to the non existent Palestinians. Kerry wants Israel to give birth to the bastard Trojan horse Palestine.
Even in the midst of negotiations on September 23, 2013 the Palestinians in Hebron murdered two Israeli soldiers. The Palestinians make no secret that their ultimate goal is the destruction of Israel, expulsion or murder of all the Jews. All the maps of the Palestinians envision a Palestinian state from the Mediterranean Sea to the Jordan. There exists no room for a Jewish state or for any Jew in Palestine. First to conquer by diplomacy Judea Shomron Jerusalem—all of historical Israel. And then the rest of Israel. To this end the Europeans are playing their part by creating sanctions, divestment and prohibiting European business with the settlements and the half million Jews living in Judea Shomron and est Jerusalem. The Europeans have given life to the “replacement” thesis but this time replacing the word Jews with Israel.

Thus by theoretically making all areas of historical Israel illegal and occupied they are then granting a license for the Arabs who call themselves Palestinians to murder Jews. Jews are
occupiers in land that belong to Arabs.

Jews have no place. Spain banished Jews in 1492, Portugal banished Jews in 1497. England threw Jews out in 1290. They were followed by France and Germany in the 1300s. The Eastern Catholics had thrown out Jews in the 1100s.

Hitler vowed to rid Germany of all Jews. When he conquered European Countries France Belgium Holland Poland Hungary Bulgaria he made good on his pledge. He killed the 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children since no country in the world wanted to agree to admit Jews even for a short period until the II World War was over. All these countries wanted to make sure that Jews would be killed so they made sure to close all escape of Jews and would not admit them.
Now USA Secretary of State Kerry wants to ensure that the legacy of 2000 years of European Ant-Semitism continue unabated. With the worthless promise of peace he wants to persuade Israel to surrender Judea Shomron Gaza and Jerusalem and create a non existent Palestinian State to “replace” the historical Israel.

Jews have to be idiots and agree to commit suicide / The Arabs will win by diplomacy what thy could not win in four wars against Isreal 1948 1954 1967 1074 in addition to two wars against Hizbalah in Lebanon and two wars against Hamas in Gaza.

In 2006 the USA under Bush forced Israel to admit Hamas in the Palestinian elections in Gaza. Hamas won and soon after forced out the other Palestinians.
Now the USA is trying to force Israel to commit suicide and let the Arabs destroy Israel by creating a Palestinian state in historical Israel.

It was this nightmare that Rebecca rightfully feared would happen if Essau her son would get the blessings . . In order to protect Essau from eventually getting killed - when Essau and his protege will kill others under the guise of being the chosen people as a result of getting the blessings they in turn will get killed. Rebecca equally loved Essau so she schemed and advised Jacob to fool Isaac who was blind and get his blessings The blessings of Isaac had a certain mystical power that God invested in Isaac.
In the 1600s in Massachusetts Christians who dared believe and preach a brand of Christianity different and at odds with the one of the dominant community were banished. Others were killed. The perfect example was the trial of the men and women who were hanged and branded as believers in witchcraft in the 1600s. Rhode Island was established as a refuge for the dissenters of the dominant faith and freedom of religion.

The blessing of Isaac can be turned into a curse as...
was and is presently being done by the Protestant Churches who preach the “replacement” thesis that they replace the Jews as the chosen people. Jews since they do not accept Jesus as the son of God and God no longer are the chosen people. They no longer deserve the blessing and promise of God to get Israel. Therefore these Churches are part of the conspiracy to de-legitimize Israel from historical Israel. These Churches petitioned The President and Congress to stop giving money and political support to Israel.

The meaning of “replacement” thesis is that one is to be humane only to their own race or of their brand of belief in God eventually causes wars poverty and destruction. The End result is deportation murder and finally genocide. The
European skewing of Christianity and adoption of the “replacement” thesis regarding Jews was the fore runner to the holocaust.

Chapter 2

Getting back to the Bible
Essau was very angry and wanted to kill Jacob. Rebecca and Isaac advised Jacob to escape -run away- to Mesapotamia- until Essau’s anger would disappear- where Rebecca’s brother Lavan lived.

Jacob followed this advice and married all four daughters of Lavan. At that time of history it was customary and permitted to marry more than one wife and sisters.

Years later Jacob returned. Again I promised Jacob that I God would give him the land of Israel and to his offspring to eternity.
Jacob had 12 sons and one daughter.

I God planted ideas in the minds of the sons of Jacob to be jealous of Joseph. They were afraid that Joseph would be the favorite son just like Isaac was the favorite son of Abraham. Abraham had two sons Ismael the son of Hagar. Isaac became the favorite son and only he and his offspring his linage would get the land of Israel.

Isaac the son of Sara had two sons both from Rebecca. However Jacob was the favorite son and only his offspring his lineage would get the land of Israel.

So too, the brothers of Joseph were afraid that since Jacob bestowed gifts and special treatment upon Joseph that Joseph would become the only son who would eventually receive the land of Israel. So the 10 sons of Jacob plotted to kill Joseph. Instead of killing him they sold him to a
merchant traveling in a caravan on his away to Egypt. Joseph was then sold a slave. Joseph eventually was brought to Pharaoh to interpret Pharaoh’s dream. Joseph interpreted the dream that the would be 7 years if great economic abundance followed by 7 years of drought and great depression. Joseph advised Pharaoh to select a wise administrator to prepare for the great depression and years of hunger.

Pharaoh was very impressed at the wisdom displayed by Joseph. He appointed Joseph as viceroy of Egypt.

Joseph stored all the surplus food in preparation for the 7 years of hunger and depression.

When the 7 years of depression arrived, all the people of the neighboring countries came to Egypt to buy food. Among the people who came were the brothers of Joseph who did not recognize Joseph although he did recognize them. Joseph finally
revealed himself to his brothers and begged them to bring all of Jacob’s family to Egypt to stay for the duration of the years of depression and hunger. Jacob and all his family came.

After the death of Jacob Joseph and all his brothers a new king a new Pharaoh arose in Egypt and enslaved the Jewish people the offspring of Jacob. They remained in Egypt for 210 years.

I God performed a multitude of miracles -using the agency of Moses and Aaron- 10 category of miracles until the new Pharaoh agreed to free the Jews. The exodus took place exactly 400 years following the birth of Isaac in the year of creation 2448.

Following their departure from Egypt Pharaoh was not yet convinced and gave chase to the Jews. I God performed an other miracle and the Red sea split. All the Egyptians drowned while the Jews reached safety at the other side of the Red sea.
Soon after I God gave the ten Commandments to Moses to give to the Jews and the rest of mankind at Mt. Sinai in the year 2448 of creation 3392 years ago. Today’s date is 5774.

I God gave to Moses and all the Jews both the written Torah later written in the five books of Moses and the Oral Torah later written in the Talmud and summarized in the four parts of the Shulchan Aruch Codes of Jewish law. I God gave the Torah at Mt. Sinai in the year of creation 2448-3292 years ago. Today’s date is 5774 years after creation.

The Jews remained in the desert for 40 years I God made a miracle for 40 years that all millions of Jews were fed a miraculous food called in Hebrew “ man” that tasted whatever a person wanted to eat. I God also provided them with water that came from a rock that miraculously traveled along with the Jews in the desert.
I also made a miracle that the Jews were shaded by clouds during the day that shielded them from the heat and sun during the day and a fiery cloud that warmed them during the freezing cold at night.

After 40 years after the death of all the men over 20 years who departed Egypt and the deaths of Moses Aaron and Miriam the Jews under the leadership of Joshua entered The land of Israel. That was the year 2488 after creation. The Jews fought for 7 years until they vanquished all the inhabitants. And 7 years they divided the territory they won among the tribes.

The Jews gave the inhabitants the choice to remain providing they agree to obey the moral ethical humane laws.
They are called the Seven Nohadite laws. Not to worship idols - Avodah Zora when one creates molds from wood metal an image of an animal insect reptile or human and believes that this image possesses magical or mystical powers. One worships this image performs rituals in order to please this image. In that manner he/she believes that the image possesses power to avoid harming him or to bestow a blessing on him/her. However, the deeper meaning of paganism exists when one believes that he/she can control future events and ensure their happening because they have the power to force others to comply. WHEN ONE IS POWERFUL HE CAN FORCE OTHERS TO DO HIS WILL ON THE PAIN OF BEING KILLED, IF THEY DISOBEY. ONE THEN COVERS THEIR TRACKS BY SAYING THAT SUCH IS THE WILL OF GOD. ONE SHIFTS THEIR MACHINATIONS AND ENLISTS GOD TO THEIR AGENDA. Thus the Crusaders when they killed Jews stated that it was God’s will. This was classical paganism.
The opposite of Paganism of the above is to believe in God—that all laws come from God; not to steal another’s life, wife, husband or possessions and country.

It is only the insistence of the Christian Church who want to skew history and negate 166 years of Jewish history that causes the problem. The Church inserts another 166 years to the existence of the 2nd Temple in order to have the Jesus story unfold at the situs of the Temple with the Jews being blamed for his crucifixion. Also according to the Bible Daniel 9:27 at the end of 490 years the chosen one that can be interpreted as the Messiah will be killed. The Christians, of course, want to apply this verse to Jesus. The period of 490 years applies to the time the 2nd Temple lasted plus the 70 years that elapsed from the destruction of the first Temple. 70 + 420 = 490 years. The Christians added another 166 years for the existence of the 2nd Temple in order to have its destruction coincide with the year 70 after Jesus
was crucified. Thus they can claim that the prophesy of Daniel applied to Jesus. However such a calculation mandated the addition of 166 years - the difference between the Jewish and non Jewish calculation.

However history is not a Hollywood movie that can be crafted to a predetermined script.

For the last 2000 years Europeans have CRAFTED SCRIPTS AND NARRATIVES THAT SUPPORT THEIR GRAND LARCENY AND MURDER OF BILLIONS OF PEOPLE.

The only arbiter of the truth is having control.
That is why it is the greatest crime to give up control of historical Israel to the NON EXISTENT Palestinians. We are creating the dagger that will go straight into the hearts of every Jew.

Malbim writing in 1854 in his commentary on the Biblical book of Daniel 12:11, and 12:12- that Daniel prophesized that in the Jewish date 5674-5628 This corresponds to the secular years 1913-1927 ACE there would be the beginning of the Messianic era. It would be preceded by the wars of Gog and Mogug. At the end a Jewish state would be resurrected.

The First World war started in 1914. The Russian Communist revolution 1917 the Balfour declaration and the League of Nations declaration of the establishment of a Jewish homeland in Eretz Israel were made in 1920.
In 1927 the great depression hit Europe and the USA.

As a result Hitler came to Germany in 1933. The Nazis started II World War 1939-1945 and killing 6 million Jews and 1 million Jewish children. Israel established in 1948.

Thus the prophesy of Daniel was realized.

335 years after 1913 or 1927 all the dead will be resurrected according to Malbim’s interpretation of Daniel 12:2: 1:11 :12:12.

Malbim hedges himself that there might be additional years after 1927ACE. Thus we can fit in the years 1927-1948. See the epilogue of Malbim in his commentary to Daniel.
According to Malbim’s interpretation of Daniel, the angel Gavriel revealed to Daniel what would happen to the Babylonian Empire. That the Persians would destroy them and become a world power.

Following a period of 52 years enumerating those Persian emperors relevant and of interest to the Jews, Cyrus Achavarush and Darius Persian influence would wane.
Greece would now become the dominant world power for 180 years. Greece would be split into 4 parts ruled by 4 different emperors. They would continuously fight and war with each other.

The wars could possibly continue and invade the 103 year era of Jewish independence of the Maccabees, and 103 year rule of Herod and his offspring.

The Romans would enter the picture and become the world dominating power slowly after the 180 year era of the Greeks.

The Persians Greeks and Romans could slide into the eras outlined for the other groups without disturbing our basic concepts that the first Temple lasted 410 years and the second Temple lasted 420 years. The second Temple was destroyed in the year 96 BCE.

Malbum reads into the prophesy of Daniel the
breakup of the Roman empire. The emergence of the Roman Catholic Church as a dominant force in the year 325ACE by appointment by Constantine as the dominant religion of the Roman Empire.

Malbum reads into Daniel’s prophesy the splitting of the Western and Eastern parts of the Roman empire. The splitting of the Roman Catholic Church based in Rome and the Eastern Catholics based in Constantinople. He reads into the prophesies the rise of Islam under Mohammad. He further reads into Daniel’s prophesy the schism with the Protestants.

The Malbum writing in 1853 was a Monday morning quarter back regarding history that occurred prior to 1853. However his predictions regarding the State of Israel are prophetic.